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ABSTRACT
In any model, Sensitivity Analysis (SA) is a fundamental process to improve the robustness and credibility of the results,
as part of validation procedure. Generally, SA determined how the variation in the model output can be apportioned to
different sources of variations, and how the given model depends upon the information fed into it. Many complex techniques of SA have been developed within the field of numerical modeling; however, they have limited applications for
spatial models, as they do not consider variations in the spatial distributions of the variables included. In this research, a
variation in the implementation of a Global Sensitivity Analysis (E-FAST) is proposed in order to include the spatial
level. For this purpose the conventional tools available in a raster Geographical Information System (GIS) are used. The
procedure has been tested in a simulation of urban growth for the Madrid Region (Spain) based on Multi-Criteria
Evaluation (MCE) techniques. The results suggest that the inclusion of the spatial perspective in the application of the
SA is necessary, because it can modify the factors that have a decisive influence on the results.
Keywords: Sensitivity Analysis; Geographical Information System; Multi-Criteria Evaluation; Simulation of Urban Growth;
Madrid Region (Spain)

1. Introduction
With increasing frequency, new methodologies are being
applied during the preparation stage of land use planning
proposals in order to construct spatial simulations of a
series of possible alternatives for future land use and thus
facilitate more informed planning decisions. These
methodologies allow the spatial combination of different
economic, social, environmental and terrain criteria;
weighted according to the level of importance, they have
been assigned by expert groups, decision makers or social agents. Consequently, planning is both more comprehensive and participative. In the context of land use
analysis, the Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) method is
one of the most frequently used approaches for simulateing desirable or optimal future land allocation scenarios.
However, the results of these simulations sometimes
have not produce enough confidence because the subjectivity of the weighting factors process or the fact that we
cannot verify the outputs of the model with real data,
because they are simulating only possible images of the
future ([1] Barredo Cano and Gómez Delgado, 2008).
However, any model should be validated in order to improve its robustness and acceptability ([2] Verburg et al.,
2004; [3] Gómez Delgado and Bosque Sendra, 2009). If
we are modelling a future system state, we should carry
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

out a partial validation, for example, exploring the stability of model outputs ([4] Pagelow and Camacho Olmedo,
2008: 29).
One possibility for assessing a certain level of confidence on the results of these spatial simulation models is
provided by Sensitivity Analysis (SA) ([2] Verburg et al.,
2004; [1] Barredo Cano and Gómez Delgado, 2008; [5]
Qureshi et al., 1999; [6] Chu-Agor, et al., 2011). This
type of analysis could determine the stability or robustness of the model results by studying to what extent the
results are affected by small changes to the input parameters. It can be useful to improve individuating which
factors need to be measured accurately in the model, in
order to achieve enough precision ([7] Crosetto et al.,
2000: 73). Furthermore, it can help to simplify the originnal model and reduce computational demand, giving important insights for the optimization of GIS data acquisition resources ([7] Crosetto et al., 2000; [8] Saltelli et al.,
2000; [9] Saltelli et al., 2008).
In many studies we can find the use of SA as synonyms of Uncertainty Analysis (UA). We avoid using the
term uncertainties because we think it takes another
sense when we talk about spatial data. In that context, the
UA is about studying any possible (and not very well
known) errors affecting the initial data to find out how
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they modify the results ([3] Gómez Delgado and Bosque
Sendra, 2009). The SA procedure is based on small
changes in the initial range of the variables that not always could be considered properly as errors. The SA
rather sought to determine the influence of each factor in
the variance of the model results.
Out of the different methods employed to carry out SA
(Screening, Local and Global), the most frequently used
in a variety of fields where numerical models are considered (economics, engineering, chemistry ...) are global
methods (Sobol’, Fast, E-Fast), since these make possible
simultaneous analysis of all possible interactions between input variables and model output results ([8] Saltelli et al., 2000). In addition, it can be applied to MultiCritera Evaluation based models, partitioning the variance of result model into model input factors and weights
([10] Saltelli et al., 1999).
However, in studies which have applied a spatial MCE
approach (usually based on a GIS), the use of SA as part
of the validation process has been scarce or limited, as
demonstrated in the literature reviews conducted by [5]
Qureshi et al., (1999) and [11] Gómez Delgado and
Bosque Sendra (2004). Some changed the order of preference assigned to each criterion or objective ([5] Qureshi et al., 1999; [12] Pettit, 2002; [13] Chang et al.,
2008), whilst others introduced variations in the values
assigned to model parameters (weightings, distance metrics, etc.) ([14] Jankowski, 1995; [15] Baja et al., 2007)
or applied different aggregation methods in order to
convert suitability maps (based on pixels) into environmental zoning maps (based on pixel groups) ([16]
Geneletti and van Duren, 2008).
Global Sensitivity Analyses are essentially based on
the definition of a Probability Distribution Function
(PDF) for each model input variable, from which a sample is extracted. The model is then run a significant
number of times, generally applying a Monte Carlo
simulation ([8] Saltelli et al., 2000). This procedure becomes more difficult when spatial or temporal input
variables are considered ([17] Lilburne and Tarantola,
2009), because we should take into account variations in
each part of the space or time considered.
Nevertheless, these methods have been used for many
different spatial models ([7] Crosetto et al., 2000; [18]
Crosetto and Tarantola, 2001; [19] Gómez Delgado and
Tarantola, 2006; [20] Wagener and Kollat, 2007; [21]
Tang et al., 2007; [17] Lilburne and Tarantola, 2009; [22]
Varella et al., 2010; [7] Chu-Agor et al., 2011). However,
1

We refer to factors and weights attached to the factors in the MCE
techniques. We have to differentiate them from factors in SA. In the
latter, factors include all the parameters of the model. In order to differentiate both, we will use variables instead of factors when talking
about MCE techniques and we will use factors in the SA context.
2
Software from the Institute for Systems, Informatics, and Safety at the
Joint Research Centre of the European Union.
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the spatial variability of the factors used in the model is
not considered. In addition, on a GIS-based MCE approach, when numerical SA methods are applied, only
variations in PDF of the weights are introduced, omitting
the factors from the analysis1.
In this context, Lilburne and Tarantola (2009) [17]
conducted an exhaustive review of numerical SA techniques applied to spatial models and found a series of
deficiencies in such applications. In particular, their review highlighted the importance of basing SA on variations in weighting distribution and also in the distribution
of input variables. It is also very important to take into
consideration the entire spatial structure, in order to analyze the importance of each spatial input, instead of reducing the spatially variable inputs to a single scalar
value. In their research the authors implemented SA to
evaluate a groundwater contaminant model caused by
agricultural activity in New Zealand (Test Example 1),
using an adapted version of the Sobol’ method in order to
determine which of the variables were most significant or
had a decisive influence on the results of the model. The
results show that the resolution of the input maps, as well
as the magnitude of variability of each input, can determine the outputs of the model. However, though the
model is a weighted composite index, the authors do not
consider the effect of the weights.
The aim of this paper is to carry out a partial validation
of a model for simulating future urban growth in the Madrid Region using GIS-based MCE techniques, through a
sensitivity analysis in order to determine the stability/
robustness of the model results. Our main objective is to
develop a procedure to apply a global SA method considering the spatial characteristics of the model, avoiding
the reduction of the spatially variable inputs to a single
scalar value. This alternative procedure takes into account the variables (called factors in MCE) and weights
attached. This proposed procedure is easy and intuitive to
apply, using the tools available within a raster-based GIS
environment. SA was conducted with the Extended Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity (E-FAST) method, using the
SimLab2 software.

2. Study Area, Model of Urban Growth and
Data
The SA was applied on the results of a model for simulating and allocating new urban land in the Madrid Region. This region was selected because the impacts of the
rapid housing development process registered in the last
10 - 15 years (Figure 1). The main consequence of it has
been land occupation based on dispersed housing estates:
between 1990 and 2000, approximately 50,000 Ha disappeared under artificial surfaces ([23] EEA, 2006; [24]
Plata Rocha et al., 2009).
We present a summary of the model and the main
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Figure 1. Results of the optimal allocation model for residential, industrial and commercial use in the Madrid region (year
2020).

results. In [25] Plata Rocha et al., 2010 it is possible to
find a complete description of the scenario analyzed here.
Further description of this scenario of future urban
growth (innovation and sustainability) and two more
models developed for 2020 (business as usual scenario
and crisis scenario) in [26] Plata Rocha et al., 2011.
In order to implement the model, the land occupation
scenario for the year 2000 was taken as a basis. An
optimal residential, industrial and commercial land use
allocation procedure was carried out for the year 2020,
considering up to 16 variables related to environmental,
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

economic and social aspects, weighted (via the pairwise
comparison matrix of the Analytic Hierarchy Process)
according to their level of importance for this purpose
(Table 1).
A Weighted Linear Combination (Equation (1)) MultiCriteria Evaluation method was employed to produce the
suitability maps (residential, commercial and industrial):
Ms   w1  X 1  w2  X 3    wn  X n   M R

(1)

where: MS is the map representing each pixel’s level of
suitability for development; and wi is the weight of each
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Table 1. Description, type of distribution and weight of the variables (factors in MCE context) used in the urban growth
model for year 2020 in the Madrid Region (Plata Rocha et al., 2010, Plata Rocha et al., 2011).
Criteria

Weights (uniform distribution)
No.

Factors

Residential Commercial

Social

Economic

Environmental

Land use (Corine Land Cover 000). Land uses with special environmental
1 and productive value (agricultural, grassland, forests, etc.) are less suitable
for urbanization.

Restrictions

Industrial

Distribution

0.14

0.12

0.21

D

2

Distance to surface water bodies. Lowest suitability values for places closer
to the river system.

0.07

0.06

0.10

E

3

Vulnerability of aquifers to contamination (1980). Impermeable areas are
more suitable for urbanization.

0.03

0.02

0.04

D

4

Distance to natural protected areas (2000). Areas closer to natural spaces
are less suitable for urbanization.

0.05

0.04

0.08

G

5 Soil type (1990). Soils with high productivity are less suitable for urban use.

0.07

0.06

0.10

D

6

Slope. Slopes between 0 and 10% have a lineal suitability decrement. Slopes
above 10% have suitability equal to 0.

0.02

0.02

0.02

U

7

Distance to roads (2000). Highest suitability values in the surroundings of
the main roads.

0.12

0.17

0.11

B

8

Distance to urban centers (2000). Taking into account the principles
contained in the European Spatial Development Perspective (European
Commission, 1999), the suitability increases near the medium-sized
municipalities and decreases near the biggest cities and rural villages.

0.16

0.14

0.08

B

9

Distance to commercial centers (2000). Areas closer to commercial centers
are more suitable for urbanization.

0.09

0.11

-

B

10

Distance to industry (2000). Highest suitability values for the areas closer to
existing industry.

-

-

0.05

B

11

Geo-technical-risk (1988). This information is used to avoid urbanization on
seismic zones, fault lines or unstable areas.

0.06

0.05

0.05

D

12

Distance to undesirable facilities (2000). Highest suitability values for the
most distant locations to these facilities.

0.02

0.06

0.05

E

13

Distance to hospitals (2000). Highest suitability values to locations closer to
the health centers.

0.10

0.05

0.03

T

Distance (weighted) to the population (2000). This factor is used in two
ways: 1. New commercial zones will be located close to those urban zones
in 2000 with high amount of population with purchasing power (from 25 to
14
64 years old)
2. New industrial zones will be far from those urban zones in 2000 with high
amount of vulnerable population (<15 and >65 years old).

-

0.07

0.08

T

15

View shed. Highest suitability values for places with high quality views to
protected natural areas, wetlands and forests.

0.02

0.02

-

D

16

Aspect. The suitability increases in the south or southeast-oriented zones,
with more climatic comfort due the insolation (hours/day).

0.05

0.01

-

U

Restrictions used: artificial surfaces existing in the year 2000 (urban areas, roads, etc..), roads, surface water bodies and
non-development zones established by the legal zoning regulations

Distributions: D—Discrete; E—Exponential; G—Gamma, U—Uniform, B—Beta, T—Triangular.

variable (factor) Xi. MR is the map representing the restricted areas to the activities specified in the model.
The final maps of the most suitable parcels for each
land use were generated from the suitability maps. The
demand was determined externally, using a Systems Dynamics model and different socio-economic and demographic variables (see [27] Aguilera Benavente et al.,
2009 for a detailed description of this procedure).
Lastly, using the maps of suitable parcels for residential, commercial and industrial use, multi-objective land
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

allocation was applied (IDRISI; MOLA module) in order
to solve possible allocation conflicts between the three
uses. As a result, an urban growth allocation model for
2020 was obtained (Figure 1).

3. Methodology
The SA procedure was conducted in two methodological
stages, illustrated in Figure 2. In the first stage (3.1), the
SA was performed applying the E-FAST method. In the
second (3.2), a spatial-explicit E-FAST was conducted.
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E-Fast
3.1

3.2

PDF-U

PDF-U

Weights

SA. f (WLC).
Using Monte
Carlo
Simulation

factors

Weights

factors

Distribution is obtained from
the modified Spatial Maps
Results, Discussion
and Conclusions

F’s

W’s
Spatial Variation of
Factors and Weights

Figure 2. Methodological framework of the SA. The analysis 3.1 is based on the E-FAST method. The 3.2 is the proposed
spatial E-FAST.

3.1. Extended Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test
(E-FAST)
This technique was developed by [28] Saltelli et al.,
(1999) from the theoretical and mathematical bases of
the FAST method proposed by [29] Cukier et al. (1975).
It is considered to belong to the group of techniques
based on variance estimation. In order to obtain first order and total effect sensitivity indices through application
of this technique, a Monte Carlo simulation sample is
used considering k independent input factors and a number N of samples.
For a given factor, the sensitivity index represents the
fractional contribution to the variance of the model output which is due to this factor. In order to calculate the
sensitivity indices, the total variance V of the model output is apportioned to all the input factors Xi as follows:
V   Vi   Vij 
i

where:

i j

 Vijm    V1,2,,k

(2)

i jm





V  V  E Y X i  xi  ,

Vij  V  E (Y X i  xi• , X j  x•j 









 V  E Y X i  xi• 
 V  E Y X j  x•j 



And so on. In the formulas above, Y denotes the output
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.



variables, Xi indicates an input factor, E Y X i  xi



marks the expectation of Y conditional on Xi, and V shows
conditional variance.
The sensitivity index Si for the factor Xi is defined as:
Si 

Vi
V

(3)

It represents the part of variance of Y explained by Xi.
The most important contribution of E-FAST is that for
each Xi it provides a first order sensitivity estimate Si and
a total sensitivity index estimate STi. It is possible to observe the difference between the impact of factor Xi on Y
alone, measured by Si and the total impact of factor Xi
due to interactions with other factors in model Y, measured by STi.
The E-FAST and other techniques are implemented on
SimLab Software, used to conduct the SA as follows:
1) The frequency distribution of factors was determined (last column of Table 1) using the tools of the GIS
to obtain the frequency histogram of cell values of each
factor. In the case of weightings, uniform distribution
was assigned with a ±25% variation with respect to their
nominal values;
2) A sample was generated from the different model
factors (variables and their corresponding weights) taking into account each frequency distribution and the
model was then run a substantial number of times (4941
repetitions in this case);
JGIS
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3) Finally, the values obtained for the sensitivity indices of the model input factors were analyzed.

3.2. Proposal of a Spatial E-FAST Method
The previous methodology presents the disadvantage that
is based on the PDF of the variables and weights included in the model, but not taking into account the spatial distribution of them. Therefore, we proposed a procedure to include the spatial variability of the all factors
in order to construct an alternative PDF of them from
which we extract the samples to run the model, using the
tools available in a conventional raster GIS (Idrisi).
The proposed methodology is based on the random
introduction of a certain percentage of variation in the
suitability values obtained for the spatial variables and in
the weights at pixel level (originally a nominal value), as
shown in diagram in Figure 3. The interval of the
variation used was ±25%. This interval is similar to that
used in other studies ([18] Crosetto, and Tarantola, 2001;
[19] Gómez Delgado y Tarantola, 2006). The sensitivity
analysis must be done through small variations in the
original conditions of the model because if this amount is
increased, we could change completely the original
model.
The procedure for the variables (MCE factors) is illustrated in the left part of the figure. First of all, a new
raster map with random values from 0.75 to 1.25 for each
pixel is generated. This map and one of the factors maps
included in the model (with the suitability value related
with this variable for each pixel) are overlaid with a multiplying operation and the final factor map, with ±25%

ET AL.

interval of variation respect to the original value, is obtained. This procedure ensures that each pixel of the
raster map for each variable included in the model has a
variation of ±25% of the original suitability value. Note
that this procedure avoids a uniformed distribution of
spatial uncertainty.
The right part of Figure 3 represents the procedure for
the weights. Now, the first raster map is generated with
random values between 0.75 and 1.25. Next, this image
is multiplied for the weight nominal value to obtain an
image with a spatial variation of ±25% of the original
weight. For instance, the variable (factor map) land use
has a weight of 0.14. Then a random value between
0.105 (−25%) and 0.175 (+25%) will be assigned to each
pixel of the land use factor map. We consider that, in a
variety of MCE models, a factor is weighted differently
depending on the sub-area. In fact, the land use factor
was modeled on this way ([26] Plata Rocha et al, 2011).
So it seems appropriate to include an assessment of the
impact of this possible process in the overall variance of
model output.
Then, the implementation of a random variation at
pixel level in the factors and weights guarantees that any
pixel had the same probability to change their values
within the ranges proposed.
These two operations were performed for the 13 variables (factor maps) and for the 13 weights attached to
each factor, obtaining 26 new raster images. As mentioned earlier, E-FAST method is based on the definition
of a Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for each
model input variable, from which a sample is extracted.
Thus, the procedure was as follows:

Figure 3. Process to obtain the variation on the spatial factors (left) and weights (right).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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1) First of all, we can obtain the different PDF from
these modified maps, where the variation of the original
value was made for each pixel of the map (see two examples in Figure 4);
2) Then, we can consider that the samples extracted
from these PDFs take into account the spatial level. In
the other hand, variations in the PDF of all factors of the
model (variables and weights attached) are introduced,
following the argument proposed by [17] Lilburne and
Tarantola (2009);
3) Lastly, with these new inputs, the SA procedure was
applied as that one described in Section 3.1 in the point II
and III.
Finally, in order to compare and analyze the results
obtained from the E-FAST method and the Spatial
E-FAST method, the sensitivity indices Si and STi were
employed.

4. Results
4.1. Results of the E-FAST Method
According to the results obtained for conventional application of the E-FAST method, shown in Table 2, the
factor assigned the highest proportion of variability in
results was land use (0.24 and 0.17 in the case of residential and commercial zones, and up to 0.48 for industrial zones). In addition, it can be seen that a further 4
factors presented a certain measure of variability, including distance to urban centers, in the residential land
use model (0.14) and the commercial land use model
(0.15), distance to commercial centers in the commercial
land use model (0.15), soil type in the industrial land use
model (0.13), and Geo-technical-risk in the residential
land use model (0.09).
Finally, the results obtained were typical of that found
for almost all the models, that is, only three or four factors were found to have a significant influence on the
results. However, what is unusual in this case is that the
proportion represented by the sum of the most important
factors was relatively low compared to what is typically
found in other models ([30] Crosetto et al., 2001; [31]
Crosetto et al., 2002; [19] Gómez Delgado and Tarantola,
2006). Since much of the variance in results was not reflected, it would be inappropriate, for example, to use
this information in order to simplify the model. The results show that all of the factors are necessary for the
correct application of the model.

4.2. Results of the Spatial E-FAST Method
As described in Section 3.2, the E-FAST method was
once again applied, taking into account the spatial variance of the model factors.
Results show that at least 9 variables presented a considerable amount of variability in the model (Table 3).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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The results demonstrate that once variations had been
introduced, both for variables and weights, a further 3
significant factors were obtained in addition to those
identified in the first analysis (distance to surface water
bodies, distance to natural protected areas and distance to
roads). Factors like distance to hospitals and aspect, with
low influence in the first procedure, disappear in this new
E-FAST application.
Another interesting result is the reduction of the importance of the land use factor. When the spatial level is
taken into account, this factor keeps its importance only
for the industrial land use model. Distance to urban centers takes now the first place in the residential land use
model.
In addition, other two main differences were found. In
one hand, the sum of the most important factors has increased. This opens the possibility to erase from the
model the more insignificant factors, because there are
enough factors that are reflecting the variance of the
model. In the other hand, the difference between the first
order and total effect indices (Si and STi) indicated that
there is an interaction among the inputs, although the
difference between these is not significant (<0.2). Note
that in the first procedure the results for both indices
were the same for all the factors.
Finally, the results of both procedures confirm that the
weights attached to the variables are robust and the introduction of small variations does not influence the
variation of the results of the model.

5. Conclusions
Although many numerical techniques currently exist to
carry out a SA of different types of models, these procedures lack the spatial perspective. This article proposes
an alternative approach to redress this limitation. In our
study, it was observed that the SA only identified a
maximum of 5 significant factors when using the PDF of
the parameters and when the only changes introduced
corresponded to variations in the distribution of weights
(Table 2). However, when a SA was performed considering the PDF of factors with pixel-level variations,
other influential factors were identified.
We consider that, to a certain extent, the use of this
kind of SA redresses the deficiencies presented by other
methods when applied to spatial models. In addition, this
spatial perspective is easy to perform with the basic tools
available in a conventional GIS. It is very important to
take into account this question in order to encourage the
realization of the validation procedure of a model, which
it is not frequently carried out because of the effort and
time that it usually takes.
We can confirm that, based on the application of the
two SA methodologies described; the most important,
influential and significant factors regarding the model for
JGIS
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Distance to Urban Areas
Initial factor

Modified Factor

Weight Image and PDF
Initial Weight

Modified Weight

Figure 4. Original spatial version and modified spatial version of distance to urban areas factor and its weight.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 2. Most significant factors in the SA, after introducing variations of ±25% in the weights.
Residential

Factors (following the numbering of Table 1)

Commercial
STi

Si

Si

Industrial
STi

Si

STi

1. Land use

0.24

0.24

0.17

0.17

0.48

0.48

5. Soil type

0.07

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.13

0.13

8. Distance to urban centers

0.14

0.14

0.12

0.12

9. Distance to commercial centers

0.06

0.06

0.15

0.15

11. Geo-technical-risk

0.09

0.09

0.06

0.06

0.04

0.04

13. Distance to hospitals

0.05

0.05

16. Aspect

0.07

0.07

Table 3. Most significant factors in the SA, after introducing variations of ±25% for both factors and weights and considering
the spatial variation of the model inputs.
Residential

Factors (following the numbering of Table 1)

Commercial

Industrial

Si

STi

Si

STi

Si

STi

0.10

0.11

0.21

0.3

0.58

0.62

2. Distance to surface water bodies

0.13

0.22

4. Distance to natural protected areas

0.15

0.18

0.16

0.20

0.09

0.13

1. Land use

5. Soil type

0.19

0.27

7. Distance to roads

0.09

0.15

0.29

0.34

8. Distance to urban centers

0.33

0.40

0.15

0.18

9. Distance to commercial centers

0.22

0.25

0.57

0.66

11. Geo-technical-risk

0.09

0.14

simulating urban growth were: land use, distance to urban centers, distance to roads, distance to roads, commerce and hospitals, soil type and weighted distance for
the most vulnerable population and that with purchasing
power. However, a simplification of the model is not
recommended. The model was executed only with the
factors that drive the output variance of the model, but
the results were rather different from the original. This
means that, in order to improve the model, we have to
pay special attention on these factors. We conclude that
the model developed is robust and that it is not possible
to simplify it without losing important parts of the final
result.
Lastly, we would like to highlight the importance of
carrying out this “partial validation” over the results of a
prospective simulation model, where the comparison
between model outputs and real data is impossible ([5]
Paegelow and Camacho Olmedo, 2008). At least this
kind of procedures can give some information about the
robustness and consistency of the model and its results:
First, because the methodology is simple and easy to be
implemented in GIS, and second, because the proposed
estimator (Si and STi) and the results are not affected
greatly by changes made to the original variables of the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

model.
The SA is part of a validation procedure, and this information “would enable to inform policy makers, and
other users of model results, on the uncertainties in the
model outcomes and help the modeler to assess the suitability of the model for a particular situation and provide
ideas to improve the model” ([3] Verburg, et al., 2004:
15). Thus, this type of study is very important because it
helps on the development of new GIS-tools to assist in
the simulation and analysis of future spatial models or
alternative scenarios.
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